











In this study, we propose modeling method for social networks by using coupled chaotic 
circuits. First, clustering phenomena in coupled chaotic circuits networks are investigated. A 
coupling strength between the circuits is set to depend on the distance. We confirm that the 
coupled chaotic circuits network are formed several clusters which are defined by using chaos 
synchronization. Finally, we apply this proposed chaotic network for modeling of social 
networks.  
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α = 0.460, β = 3.0, δ = 470, 𝐿1 = 500[mH], 







     (a) Simulation．       (b) Circuit experiment． 
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 式(6)中のg は，結合強度を決めるための結合変数パラ













   (a) Simulation．       (b) Circuit experiment． 
Fig.3 In-phase synchronization． 
 
4. カオス回路を２次元に配置したときの同期現象 






(a) Same density groups. 
 
(b) Including high-density group. 






























   
         (a)                    (b) 
Fig.5 Phase difference. (a) In-phase synchronization．
（the phase difference of low-density group in 
Fig.4(a)），(b) Asynchronization．（the phase difference 













(a) In-phase synchronization． 
(b)Asynchronization． 
Fig.6 Clustering results． 
 
 
Fig.7 Phase difference with coupling strength． 
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Fig.8 100 coupled chaotic circuit network． 
 
 


















Fig.10 Chaotic circuit network for 3-dimensional space． 
 
 
























Table 2 Number of reference in SNS． 
 
 
Fig.12 Clustering result． 
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